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A multitrophic model to quantify the effects
of marine viruses on microbial food webs
and ecosystem processes
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Viral lysis of microbial hosts releases organic matter that can then be assimilated by nontargeted
microorganisms. Quantitative estimates of virus-mediated recycling of carbon in marine waters, first
established in the late 1990s, were originally extrapolated from marine host and virus densities, host
carbon content and inferred viral lysis rates. Yet, these estimates did not explicitly incorporate the
cascade of complex feedbacks associated with virus-mediated lysis. To evaluate the role of viruses in
shaping community structure and ecosystem functioning, we extend dynamic multitrophic ecosystem
models to include a virus component, specifically parameterized for processes taking place in the
ocean euphotic zone. Crucially, we are able to solve this model analytically, facilitating evaluation of
model behavior under many alternative parameterizations. Analyses reveal that the addition of a virus
component promotes the emergence of complex communities. In addition, biomass partitioning of the
emergent multitrophic community is consistent with well-established empirical norms in the surface
oceans. At steady state, ecosystem fluxes can be probed to characterize the effects that viruses have
when compared with putative marine surface ecosystems without viruses. The model suggests that
ecosystems with viruses will have (1) increased organic matter recycling, (2) reduced transfer to
higher trophic levels and (3) increased net primary productivity. These model findings support
hypotheses that viruses can have significant stimulatory effects across whole-ecosystem scales. We
suggest that existing efforts to predict carbon and nutrient cycling without considering virus effects
are likely to miss essential features of marine food webs that regulate global biogeochemical cycles.
The ISME Journal advance online publication, 30 January 2015; doi:10.1038/ismej.2014.220

Introduction

Viruses infect nearly all forms of cellular life,
including the bacteria, archaea and microeukaryotes
that are the base of the ocean food web. Empirical

studies of viral infection in marine waters (Suttle,
1994; Fuhrman and Noble, 1995; Weinbauer et al.,
2003; Wilhelm and Matteson, 2008) and sediments
(Middelboe and Glud, 2006; Siem-Jorgensen et al.,
2008; Corinaldesi et al., 2010; Umani et al., 2010)
have demonstrated that the lysis of hosts by viruses
releases cellular material (including carbon and
nutrients) back into the microbial loop. Thus, lysis
reduces the potential for consumption of microbes
by larger organisms and subsequent trophic transfer
up the food web (Bratbak et al., 1992; Wommack
and Colwell, 2000; Weinbauer, 2004; Suttle, 2007;
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Danovaro et al., 2011). This virus-mediated recycling
of organic matter has been termed ‘viral shunt’
(Wilhelm and Suttle, 1999). Indeed, viruses are
thought to turn over 20–50% of the marine bacterial
community on a daily basis (Fuhrman, 1999). Such
estimates were used B15 years ago to hypothesize that
viruses may increase the flux of organic matter
through ocean ecosystems when compared with
idealized ecosystems without viruses (Fuhrman,
1999; Wilhelm and Suttle, 1999). This hypothesis is
supported by manipulative experiments in which
viral release of organic matter can have a stimulatory
effect on the growth of nontargeted microbial popula-
tions (Middelboe et al., 1996; Gobler et al., 1997;
Middelboe et al., 2003; Poorvin et al., 2004; Weinbauer
et al., 2011; Shelford et al., 2012). However, even if
one population is stimulated by the lysis of cells from
another population in the short term, the same
population may also be susceptible to lysis by other
viruses in the community. Hence, the long-term
consequences of viral lysis requires consideration of
nonlinear feedbacks in a complex system.

Dynamic models of aquatic food webs provide one
route to deepen our understanding of the effects and
feedbacks of virus–host interactions over the long
term. To this end, a limited number of food-web
models that include a virus component have been
proposed. These models suggest principles by which
viruses, through selective lysis, can prevent compe-
titive exclusion and stimulate diversity (Thingstad
and Lignell, 1997; Thingstad, 2000) as well as
stimulate secondary production (Thingstad, 2000;
Miki et al., 2008). Yet, the processes by which viruses
mediate carbon and nutrient cycling have still not
been integrated into large-scale climate and Earth-
system models (Follows et al., 2007; Stock et al.,
2014). A key barrier to such integration is that
previous models of aquatic food webs that incorporate
viruses and nutrients have considered a single kind of
limiting resource, for example, phosphate (Thingstad,
2000) or organic carbon (Miki et al., 2008). Here, we
propose a step toward integration of viruses into
global ecosystem models: a dynamic multitrophic
model of a surface ocean microbial ecosystem. The
model includes the interactions among organic and
inorganic nutrients, phytoplankton (both cyano-
bacteria and eukaryotic autotrophs), heterotrophic
bacteria, zooplankton and viruses—what we term a
NPHZ-V model. Because of the in silico nature of the
study, we are able to ask: ‘how do ecosystems differ
with vs without viruses?’ As we show, despite killing
their hosts, virus-mediated recycling of nutrients is
associated with stimulatory effects on ecosystem
function that lay on a continuum between exclusive
bottom-up or top-down control.

Materials and methods

The NPHZ-V model considers the coupled
dynamics of biological populations and nutrients

in the euphotic zone of the surface ocean (see Figure 1).
The biological populations represent functional groups,
including three groups of microbes: heterotrophic
bacteria (H), cyanobacteria (C) and eukaryotic auto-
trophs (E), three groups of viruses (that each exclusively
infect only one of the three microbial groups, VH, VC

and VE, respectively) and a general zooplankton group
(Z, that can feed on all three types of microbes,
analogous to a composite nano-/micro-zooplankton
functional group). The nutrients considered are the
concentration of bioavailable organic (xon) and inor-
ganic matter (xin). The entire model utilizes nitrogen as
a common currency, that is, organisms of each
population have the same, fixed stoichiometry (see
‘Results and discussion’ section for further treatment of
this issue). We refer to densities of all biological
populations in units of cells l� 1 and nutrient concen-
trations in units of mmol l�1. The resulting coupled
system of nonlinear, ordinary differential equations are
presented in the Supplementary Appendix. We
summarize the meaning of each process below.

Heterotrophic growth
Heterotrophic bacteria take up dissolved organic
matter via a Michaelis–Menten saturating response.
Organic matter is allocated to anabolic (growth) and
catabolic (respiration) processes assuming a fixed
growth efficiency.

Cyanobacterial and eukaryotic phytoplankton growth
Both groups of autotrophs take up inorganic nutri-
ents via a Michaelis–Menten saturating response.
This inorganic matter is fixed as biomass.

Cellular loss and respiration
Microbes undergo first-order decay terms because of
release of organic cellular matter and respiration.

Viral lysis of microbes
For each virus group, successful infections with their
target hosts occur at a rate proportional to the product
of host and virus densities. Infections lead to the
death of hosts and the release of a virus ‘burst’. Lysis
includes the release of xon, assumed to be the
difference between the nutrient content of hosts and
the total nutrient content within the released viruses.

Viral decay
Viruses decay at a constant rate proportional to their
densities. The nutrient content of decayed viruses is
regenerated as organic matter.

Zooplankton grazing
Zooplankton consume each microbial population at a
rate proportional to the product of the densities of
zooplankton and each microbial population. Consumed
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biomass is subject to an ingestion efficiency that takes
into account sloppy feeding (leading to release of
organic matter) and growth efficiency (biomass allo-
cated to growth vs respiration).

Zooplankton respiration
Total respiration consists of a basal component
proportional to the biomass of zooplankton and an
active component proportional to ingestion.

Zooplankton removal
Zooplankton biomass is ‘removed’ from the system at
a rate proportional to the squared density of zooplank-
ton. This nonlinear removal rate implicitly models the
effect of predation on zooplankton, assuming that
the number of these unresolved predators scales with
the number of the zooplankton prey (Stock et al.,
2014). A fraction of the removed zooplankton biomass
is exported from the system (for example, as pellets or
other sinking material) and a fraction is considered to
have been transferred to higher trophic levels.

Inorganic nutrient exchange
Exchange of water between the surface and subsur-
face leads to a change in inorganic matter

concentration proportional to the difference
between the surface concentration and subsurface
concentration. Although the surface concentration
of inorganic matter varies dynamically in the model,
the subsurface concentration is held fixed.

Results and discussion

Virus–host interactions permit multitrophic
coexistence
We derived the expected steady state including the
coexistence of all biological populations. Such
coexistence occurs for a wide range of parameters
(see Supplementary Appendix for conditions), that
is, coexistence does not require fine-tuning of
parameters. Hence, we predict that the three func-
tional types of viruses can persist and indeed (as we
later show) promote coexistence in this multitrophic
system. The key insight that enables the present
derivation is that viruses, in this model, are assumed
to exclusively lyse hosts. In the initial formulation,
lysis of hosts is modeled as a type-I functional
response, that is, proportional to the product of host
and virus densities (Murray and Jackson, 1992). The
burst size is equivalent to the total number of
released viruses minus the virus necessary to
initiate the infection. Virus population densities

Figure 1 Schematic of the NPHZ-V model. (a) Interactions between populations and nutrients where arrows denote the flow of
materials in the system. Note that decay processes are not depicted and the secondary effects on nutrients are depicted in (b). (b) Nutrient
cycling in the system. Each of the different processes affect the levels of dissolved organic nitrogen (DON) and dissolved inorganic
nitrogen (DIN), where the symbols m or a k denote whether a given process increases or decreases that particular pool, respectively.
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reach steady state when new viral production is
balanced by virus particle decay. Both of these terms
depend linearly on virus densities, implying that
microbial host densities must be limited by viral
lysis and not by a combination of resource avail-
ability and zooplankton grazing. This result is
consistent with long-standing theory (Carpenter
et al., 1985) and observations (Pace et al., 1999) on
the potential of trophic cascades in multitrophic
systems in which addition of a top predator
switches control of consumer biomass from bot-
tom-up to top-down. Similar observations have been
made in models specifically developed for the study
of virus–host interactions in the oceans (for exam-
ple, the Kill-the-Winner model; Thingstad and
Lignell, 1997; Thingstad, 2000). However, within
food-web models, the nature of trophic cascade
depends on the type of regulation and even the
functional response of consumers to resources
(Heath et al., 2014), suggesting that similar analysis
of variations in the present model are warranted.

Coexistence in this model can occur either via a
fixed point equilibrium or via an oscillatory steady
state (see Supplementary Figure S1 for two exam-
ples). Such behavior suggests that there likely exists
a Hopf bifurcation in the system, that is, a change in
parameters destabilizes a fixed point equilibria so
that the steady state becomes a limit cycle (Strogatz,
1994). We have not formally derived the criteria for
the bifurcation given the complexity of the model.
We note that prior analysis of models of virus–host
interactions with implicit resources (but an explicit
infected host class) (Beretta and Kuang, 2001) as
well as models with explicit time delays between
infection and lysis (Levin et al., 1977) also have
yielded oscillatory dynamics at steady state. Hence,
our multitrophic model further supports claims that
oscillatory dynamics of complex marine ecosystems
may be promoted because of endogenous feedbacks
(here, including virus–host interactions and virus-
mediated recycling), in addition to exogenous
factors, for example, cyclical forcing associated with
seasonality. The finding of stable coexistence raises
the question: how do the population densities vary
with respect to changes in parameters?

Steady-state densities predicted by model dynamics
We systematically investigated the extent to which
realistic features of microbial surface ocean commu-
nities could emerge within the model structure.
First, we performed a global sensitivity analysis by
varying all parameters independently. The para-
meter space was sampled with 106 model replicates
using a Latin hybercube sampling scheme (McKay
et al., 1979), using uniform distributions across
logarithmically stratified uncertainty ranges
(Thingstad, 2000; Miki et al., 2008; Williams and
Follows, 2011) (see Supplementary Appendix for
more details). We found that 4366 (E0.45%) of the
106 model simulations led to coexistence among all

types—we denote these parameter combinations as
‘feasible’. We consider the identification of
B4.5� 103 feasible model replicates to be substan-
tial given the nonlinearity of the model and the high
dimensionality of the underlying parameter space.
The range of densities of populations and nutrients
predicted in the Latin hybercube sampling coincide
with biologically plausible population and nutrient
levels (see Figure 2). We also classified the local
stability of equilibrium points via a systematic
examination of the eigenvalue spectra of all feasible
coexistence points among 106 parameter combina-
tions sampled via Latin hybercube sampling. We find
that a majority (E90%) of points correspond to
locally stable fixed points, whereas a minority
(E10%) of points correspond to unstable spirals.
Hence, stable coexistence in the model is both generic
and compatible with observed densities of popula-
tions, organic and inorganic nutrients in the surface
oceans. However, exceptions do occur, for example,
some parameters lead to coexistence with seemingly
unrealistic subsets of predicted densities and/or
concentrations such as cyanobacteria at densities
exceeding 1010 cells l�1. It is well known that
parameters within model representations of complex
multitrophic models often require further refinement
to reach (realistic) steady states. Indeed, the
present model includes 9 dynamic equations and
38 parameters for which manual optimization was
considered infeasible.

Instead, we developed an automated procedure to
search through the 38-dimensional parameter space
while minimizing the log-squared difference in
predicted model densities relative to a ‘target’. Log-
square differences weight the log ratio of deviations
rather than absolute deviations. The use of log-
square differences is appropriate when reconciling
candidate and target predictions whose values differ
across multiple orders of magnitude and in
fundamental units. The target densities used in this
procedure denote an idealized marine surface
ecosystem (Table 1). In addition, the optimization
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Figure 2 Variation in model output via a Latin hybercube
resampling (LHS) of parameter space. Parameter space for LHS
analysis is documented in the Supplementary Information.
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procedure also included the following system
features: total virus to bacterium ratio (10:1) and
the fraction of mortality of H, C and E due to viruses
(50%, 25% and 10%, respectively). Full details of
the procedure are available in the Supplementary
Appendix. The results of this optimization proce-
dure are twofold: (1) a set of parameter combinations
and (2) a set of predicted population densities. We
then ranked each parameter combination according
to the weighted deviation of model output to the
target. The distribution of predicted population
densities and ecosystem features associated with
the top 5% of all ‘targeted’ parameter combinations
(218 distinct model replicates in total) can be seen in
Figure 3. The features include relationships that
have been empirically observed, including ratios of
total viruses to bacteria on the order of 10:1 and the
relative importance of viruses to cellular mortality
ranging from marginal to dominant. For this target,
95% of the 218 top-performing model replicates
were found to be locally stable (see Supplementary
Figure S2). The parameter combinations associated
with this optimization procedure can be seen in
Supplementary Figure S3. These 218 parameter
combinations that yield realistic microbial popula-
tion densities and nutrient concentrations reflect an
emergent feature of the model. Identification of
replicates was enabled by our nonlinear optimiza-
tion strategy to search a high-dimensional parameter
space. As has been noted in the case of other models
of nonlinear systems many of the parameters are
relatively ‘sloppy’, that is, changes in their values
can be consistent with similar model outputs,

whereas a few are stiff, that is, parameters must be
narrowly constrained to yield similar model outputs
(Gutenkunst et al., 2007). This notion applies here
(see Supplementary Information and Supplementary
Figures S6 and S7). For example, parameters
associated with cyanobacterial interactions emerge
as the stiffest, when using the top-performing
parameter set as a reference. Moving forward, the
relative stiffness of parameters presents one oppor-
tunity for testing putative mechanisms underlying
model predictions. In summary, the NPHZ-V model,
when suitably parameterized, is consistent with the
emergence of multitrophic coexistence in which
population densities, nutrient concentrations and
ecosystem features are simultaneously compatible
with biological variation in the marine surface
environment.

Viral effects on community structure
Having established parameters within the NPHZ-V
model that yielded biologically plausible coexis-
tence, we evaluated the effects that viruses have on
surface ocean ecosystems by comparing steady-state
output and fluxes in systems with and without
viruses while keeping all other parameters fixed. We
performed this comparison with the entire suite of
4366 feasible parameter combinations and with the
218 targeted parameter combinations identified via a
nonlinear optimization procedure. In comparing
community structure to an ecosystem without
viruses, we first solved the model while setting all
virus densities to zero (see Supplementary
Appendix). As we show in the Supplementary
Appendix, the current model structure does not
permit the fixed point coexistence of cyanobacteria
and eukaryotic autotrophs unless viruses are pre-
sent. This is a consequence of the fact that, in the
present model without viruses, both the C and the E
populations compete for the identical resources (xin)
and are subject to the same predator (Z) that itself is
subject to implicit predation. Hence, coexistence is
not expected because of competitive exclusion
(Armstrong and McGehee, 1980), unless C and E
are subject to clade-specific parasites (for example,
viruses). Coexistence would have been possible
even without viruses, had we refined the model to
include distinct nutrient sources, selective (or non-
linear) grazing or other forms of heterogeneity.
Nonetheless, given the current model structure, this
qualitative difference between steady states helps to
strengthen support for the notion that viruses, even
when strictly deleterious to host cells they infect,
can have system-wide effects, including increasing
biodiversity. The need to consider the role of
parasites in food webs has only recently been
highlighted (Lafferty et al., 2008), with some
evidence (predominantly within aquatic food webs
associated with coastal habitats) suggesting that
parasites have the potential to increase diversity
(Dunne et al., 2013).

Table 1 Target densities and concentrations used in the
optimization procedure

Pool Variable Target density Units

Heterotrophs H* 2� 108 Cells l�1

Cyanobacteria C* 2� 108 Cells l�1

Eukaryotic autotrophs E* 2� 106 Cells l�1

Zooplankton Z* 5� 104 Cells l�1

Viruses of H V �H 2� 109 Particles l�1

Viruses of C V�C 2� 109 Particles l�1

Viruses of E V�E 2� 107 Particles l�1

Organic nitrogen x�on 5 mmol l� 1

Inorganic nitrogen x�in 0.1 mmol l� 1

Marine microbial densities based on variation reported for total
cyanobacteria populations, exceeding 108 cells l�1 (Johnson et al.,
2006), assuming similar concentrations of heterotrophic bacteria.
Densities of eukaryotic autotrophs are in the range of 2� 106 cells l�1 ,
during nonbloom conditions (Schartau et al., 2010), with the same
study reporting total zooplankton exceeding 104 cells l� 1 and, for
some groups, exceeding 106 cells l� 1 (Schartau et al., 2010). Total
virus counts are centered in the range of 108–1011 particles l� 1

(Danovaro et al., 2011; Breitbart, 2012) and are set here to be 10-fold
higher than their corresponding microbial hosts (Suttle, 2007).
Dissolved inorganic nitrogen is depleted in the ocean surface, with
concentrations of o1 mmol l� 1 typical in the subtropics (Williams and
Follows, 2011), in contrast to dissolved organic nitrogen that is
enriched in the ocean surface with concentrations in the range of 2 to
7 mmol l� 1 (Letscher et al., 2013). Population densities and nutrient
concentrations vary spatiotemporally, often deviating from the current
set of target densities; other values could also be used in the targeted
optimization procedure.
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We can compare predictions of community struc-
ture with viruses with those without viruses by
focusing on direct comparisons of H, C, Z, xon and
xin within models where C*40 but E*¼ 0. The ‘*’
denotes that the associated density or concentration
is at steady state. Similarly, we utilize the results of
models where E*40 but C*¼ 0 to compare with
predicted densities of E with viruses. Note that our
comparisons include results using the full range of
parameter combinations (that is, the feasible repli-
cates) and the optimized set (that is, the targeted
replicates). In general, we find that viruses increase
steady-state concentrations of inorganic nutrients in
the system (see Figure 4). For example, models with
viruses lead to steady-state concentrations of inor-
ganic nitrogen between 0.1 and 10mmol l�1 whereas
without viruses, the steady states are characterized
by inorganic nitrogen levels between 0.001 and
0.1 mmol l�1. We also find that viruses generally, but
not inevitably, increase organic nutrients in the
system. This increase in nutrients when a top

predator is added is characteristic of the switch
from a bottom-up system (that is, nutrient limited) to
top-down system (that is, predator or parasite
limited) (Hunter and Price, 1992). We also find that
the effect sizes differ between the feasible and
targeted replicates—this is expected, given that
targeted replicates are consistent with a much
narrower distribution of biomass, nutrients and
ecosystem features than are the feasible replicates.

There are also emergent properties arising from
the model that defy conventional intuition asso-
ciated with a shift from bottom-up to top-down
control. One might have expected that inclusion of
viruses would inevitably decrease the density of
heterotrophic bacteria. To the contrary, we find that
heterotrophic bacteria densities typically increase
by a factor of 5 in ecosystems with viruses vs those
without (while holding all other parameters fixed).
With viruses, heterotrophic density is top-down
controlled and determined by the rates of virus
decay relative to the product of virus–host contact

Figure 3 Distributions of community properties obtained via nonlinear optimization. The distribution correspond to the top 5% of
model feature output (blue histogram) as compared with target values (red circle), along with the properties associated with the best
ranking model replicate (green diamond). The number of cases (out of 218 top-performing model replicates) are noted on the y axis.
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rates and burst size. Without viruses, hetero-
trophic density is limited by a combination of
zooplankton grazing and organic matter availabil-
ity. Hence, the effect of including viruses in this
surface microbial ecosystem model suggests that
they can have a net stimulatory effect, via an
indirect route, on the populations that they
directly inhibit. As far as we are aware, this issue
is underexplored in the study of host–viral inter-
actions and, more generally, in the study of the
role of parasites in ecosystem dynamics (Lafferty
et al., 2008). Similarly, we found that although the
total density of either the cyanobacteria or eukar-
yotic phytoplankton decreases in abundance when
viruses are added (see Figure 4) their combined
pool size increases in abundance when viruses are
added. This observation raises the question of how
viruses change the total amount of nitrogen in the
distinct pools.

We directly evaluated the change in the parti-
tioning of biomass in the ecosystem by comparing
the nitrogen content within the nutrient pools, xon

and xin, and within each population: qHH, qCC,
qEE, qZZ and qV VH=C=E , where q denotes the
nitrogen content per organism type (noted in the
subscript). Figure 5 depicts the pool size corre-
sponding to each population and nutrient type for
the 218 targeted model replicates identified earlier.
As is apparent, the total nitrogen concentration
(xonþ xin) in the environment increases when
viruses are included. A full examination of the

response of the surface microbial ecosystem (and
its total biomass) to the addition of viruses depends
on the particular form of closure implicit in this
model. Nonetheless, such stimulatory effects need
not have occurred, given that all microbial groups
were subject to viral lysis. It is the feedback
between lysis and nutrient pools that enabled the
system-wide stimulation to take place. However, as
anticipated from the pairwise comparisons in
Figure 4, we observed significant changes in the
relative abundance of pool sizes in each population
when discounting for the change in the total
nutrients bound in the surface microbial ecosystem
(P¼ 10�10, Kolmogornov–Smirnov pairwise test).
This result holds even for the case of zooplankton
that do not change significantly in total biomass for
the targeted parameter sets (see Figure 4). However,
because of the overall increase in total biomass,
the zooplankton decrease significantly in their rela-
tive abundance when viruses are included in the
ecosystem (as is apparent in Figure 5). Moreover, as
previously noted, the total pool size in the autotrophs
increases when viruses are added (similar to the
increase in heterotrophic biomass). Hence, viruses
can alter both the total size of the microbial ecosystem
and the relative partitioning within it.

Viral effects on ecosystem functioning
We analyzed ecosystem-level effects of viruses, using
the same sets of feasible and targeted parameters as
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explained in the previous section. We considered
three classes of effects whose magnitude of flux might
differ in ecosystems with viruses vs those without
viruses: (1) organic matter regeneration, (2) transfer to
higher trophic levels and (3) net primary productivity.
We defined organic matter regeneration as the total
flux of processes that return matter into the organic
matter pool as a consequence of viral lysis of hosts
and zooplankton grazing of microbes. We defined the
transfer to higher trophic levels to be a fraction (pex) of
the zooplankton biomass loss (that is, as consumed by
higher trophic predators). We defined the net primary
productivity to be the total rate of inorganic matter
fixed by cyanobacteria and by eukaryotic phytoplank-
ton. Each of these fluxes (in units of mmol l�1 days� 1)
is calculated at steady state in an ecosystem model
with vs without viruses. We find that ecosystems with
viruses exhibit (1) increased organic matter recycling,
(2) reduced transfer to higher trophic levels and (3)
increased net primary productivity (see Figure 6).
Moreover, primary productivity in the targeted model
replicates, in units of mg C m�2 days�1, have a mean
of 1130 with s.d. of 270 (see Supplementary Figure
S4). As a reference, note that empirical estimates of
net primary productivity of 1140 (in the same units)
have been derived for an Equatorial Pacific upwelling
(Barber et al., 2001). The present model results are on
the high end when compared with simulated net
primary productivity for a multitrophic model

without viruses, ranging from 200 to 1000 mg C m�2

days�1 (Stock et al., 2014). As we note below, the
present model likely overestimates primary produc-
tivity because of the assumption of a highly efficient
microbial loop.

Viral-induced stimulation of the productivity of
cyanobacteria was previously hypothesized to be a
potential consequence of the viral shunt (Fuhrman,
1999; Wilhelm and Suttle, 1999). More generally,
multiple groups have reported that viral lysis can
stimulate the productivity of nontargeted popula-
tions in the short term (Middelboe et al., 1996;
Gobler et al., 1997; Middelboe et al., 2003; Poorvin
et al., 2004; Weinbauer et al., 2011; Shelford et al.,
2012). Here, such effects are shown to be consistent
with anticipated nonlinear feedbacks and nutrient
dynamics of a multitrophic surface microbial
ecosystem model over the long term, including both
inorganic and organic nutrient pools. Note that
although the targeted model replicates do exhibit
reduced transfer to higher trophic levels, the reduc-
tion is minimal (see the near 1:1 correspondence in
Figure 6 in the upper-right panel). This pheno-
menon is, in part, a consequence of the assumption
of a highly efficient microbial food web. Note that
the present model only considers the exchange of
inorganic nitrogen across the nutricline (and there-
fore no loss of nutrients directly from the microbial
pools). The only other loss term that can balance this
exchange is associated with the consumption of
zooplankton. Here, the consumption of zooplankton
is implicit, that is, proportional to Z2, hence the
steady state Z� must be nearly identical to that in a
virus-free model, so long as x�in is much smaller in
the system than below the nutricline. In this limit,
transfer to higher trophic levels and export will
be nearly identical, with or without viruses.
The extent to which the microbial loop generates
export depends on its efficiency which is affected
by microaggregation, direct sinking of particulate
organic matter (some of which are generated by viral
lysis of hosts) and downward mixing among other
potential (Lomas and Moran, 2011; Williams and
Follows, 2011; Stock et al., 2014). These mechan-
isms will likely prove relevant if Earth Systems
models are to include virus–host interactions that
would otherwise enhance the efficiency of the
microbial loop.

Finally, recall the observation that steady-state
densities of each group of primary producers are
predicted to decrease when viruses are present.
However, both the total combined biomass of auto-
trophs and net primary productivity are predicted to
increase. This apparent paradox is resolved by
observing that in systems with viruses, there is
greater recycling of materials that increases the
availability of inorganic nutrients (in part stimulated
by remineralization by a larger heterotrophic pool),
hence increasing primary productivity on a per-cell
basis. We evaluated this hypothesis directly by
estimating the turnover rate of cyanobacteria in

Figure 5 Viral effects on community structure. The left panels
(top and bottom) are stacked histograms of the concentration of
nitrogen (N, in units of mM) partitioned in the different variables,
H, C, E, Z, V (all types), xon and xin. The 218 stacked histograms
correspond to each of the 218 parameter sets identified in the
nonlinear optimization procedure described in the main text. The
parameter sets were ordered based on the predicted total density
of nitrogen (either organic or inorganic) at steady state within the
specified variables. Hence, the top panel shows increasing total
height. The 218 stacked histograms in the bottom-left panel show
the expected average partitioning in ecosystems with the same
parameters, although without viruses. The legend on the right
includes information on both the color associated with each
variable and the average concentration of N partitioned in that
variable.
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ecosystems with and without viruses. As anticipated,
the cyanobacteria turnover rate increases with
viruses when compared with ecosystems without
viruses (see Figure 6d). Importantly, the turnover
rates of the targeted model replicates correspond to
cyanobacterial residence times ranging from 0.7 to
3.3 days, with a median of 1.5 days. The relationship
between residence times and steady-state densities
for all biological populations and nutrient pools
within the targeted model replicates can be seen in
Supplementary Figure S5. In summary, viruses have
the effect of stimulating the ecosystems by increasing
DON regeneration, increasing primary productivity
(and cyanobacterial turnover) and potentially
decreasing transfer to higher trophic levels.

Conclusions

We have developed a dynamic model representing
interactions within the microbial component of a
surface ocean ecosystem. The NPHZ-V model
developed here combines principles of NPZ models

with a single limiting nutrient (Legovic and
Cruzado, 1997; Klausmeier et al., 2004) with models
of virus–host dynamics (Levin et al., 1977;
Thingstad and Lignell, 1997; Thingstad, 2000), with
explicit consideration of virus-mediated recycling
(Menge and Weitz, 2009), but without explicit
consideration of the infected state (Beretta et al.,
2002). These simplifications enabled us to make
specific predictions on the range of effects that viruses
have on microbial ecosystems in marine surface
waters. Given suitable parameterization, coexistence
among each population occurs with steady-state
densities in line with observed variation of popula-
tions and nutrients in the surface ocean. We further
isolated the effect of viruses by comparing model
dynamics with and without the inclusion of virus
populations. In doing so, we found that ecosystems
with viruses exhibit decreased abundance of zoo-
plankton and increased abundance of organic and
inorganic nutrients. These results would seem to be
consistent with a shift from bottom-up (that is,
nutrient limited) to top-down (that is, parasite limited)

Figure 6 Ecosystem functioning effects of viruses, including (a) DON regeneration; (b) trophic transfer; (c) primary productivity;
(d) cyanobacteria turnover rate. The contour lines represent the probability distribution of pairwise comparisons for the 4366 model
replicates identified by Latin hybercube sampling (LHS; see main text). The circle denote comparisons for the 218 model replicates
identified as part of the targeted nonlinear optimization procedure (see main text). The red line denotes the 1:1 line and contours provide
information on the relative density of observed point pairs (histograms conducted in logarithmic space for two left panels and in linear
space for two right panels as input for contour analysis). All axes denoting ecosystem fluxes are in units of mmol(l days) �1, whereas the
axes for cyanobacterial turnover are in units of days.
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ecosystems. Yet, we also found that ecosystems with
viruses could exhibit increased total biomass among
heterotrophic bacteria and among autotrophs (combin-
ing the cyanobacteria and eukaryotic pools). We
suggest this increase is a direct result of viral-induced
recycling of nutrients. Indeed, we find that ecosytsem
functioning is qualitatively changed when viruses are
added. For example, ecosystems with viruses exhibit
increased regeneration of nutrients, increased primary
productivity (and corresponding cyanobacterial turn-
over rates) and decreased transfer of matter to higher
trophic levels. These findings lend further quantitative
support to prior hypotheses on the potential for viral-
associated effects on global nutrient cycles (Fuhrman,
1999; Wilhelm and Suttle, 1999; Suttle, 2005;
Brussaard et al., 2008; Weitz and Wilhelm, 2012).

The combination of analytical results and
systematic analysis of variation in model output with
respect to parameter variation provides significant
support for the generality of our claims. None-
theless, caution is warranted. Given the complexity
of the model, one may ask: how does model output
depend on the functional form of model interactions
and even the diversity of biological populations,
rather than exclusively on parameter variation given
a fixed model? We cannot yet provide a complete
answer to this question. Nonetheless, our choice of
model structure reflects an intent to extend core
models of marine microbial communities with
minimal virus–host interactions. Hence, whereas
explaining complex phytoplankton and nutrient
dynamics in the absences of viruses may require
consideration of these factors, it is not yet known
how much of the unexplained variability in steady
states, dynamics and responses could be attributed
to virus–host interactions and virus-mediated recy-
cling of nutrients. The in silico comparisons of
ecosystem dynamics with and without viruses
provide one step toward such a comparison. How-
ever, part of the difficulty in comparing models lies
in the fact that even the relatively simple model
structure examined here included 38 parameters.
Hence, substantial variation in model output is
possible given alternative parameterizations. More-
over, many parameter combinations led to estimates
of densities and fluxes simultaneously in line with
multiple observations from marine surface waters as
well as novel predictions. Moving from testing
predictions to testing parameters (and functional
interactions) is an important challenge in reconcil-
ing complex models with data (Gutenkunst et al.,
2007).

In moving forward, the current model provides a
foundation for future explorations of the range of
consequences associated with alternative fates of
infected cells and virus particles in a systems
context. In doing so, we highlight multiple prio-
rities. First, it is essential to extend the current
model to link increasingly strain-resolved informa-
tion on microbial and viral diversity (Breitbart et al.,
2002; Edwards and Rohwer, 2005; Allen et al., 2011)

and interactions between viruses and their hosts
(Flores et al., 2011; Deng et al., 2012; Weitz et al.,
2013) the aggregated representation of virus–host
interactions and nutrient feedbacks presented here
(see the example of a calibrated model for dynamics
including viruses of the algae Phaeocystis globosa;
Ruardij et al., 2005). Strain-specific interactions also
include the change in host physiology that occurs
during infection, whether preceding lysis (Lindell
et al., 2007; Ankrah et al., 2014) or during long-term
associations with hosts, for example, lysogeny
(McDaniel et al., 2008). Such extensions are analo-
gous to the expanded representations of phytoplank-
ton and zooplankton in terms of size-structured and/
or functional type groups (Follows et al., 2007; Stock
et al., 2014). Next, it is noteworthy that virus–host
interactions unfold in a dynamic landscape of
multiple nutrients, both organic and inorganic. A
recent study suggested that virus lysis may be
limited by phosphorus availability within hosts
(Jover et al., 2014). Hence, viral lysis may transform
(not just shunt) elements back into the microbial
loop (Weitz and Wilhelm, 2012). Quantifying the
effects of such elemental transformations requires
integrating realistic ecological stoichiometry into
the present model context (Sterner and Elser, 2003).
In doing so, it will also be necessary to consider
phytoplankton growth as limited by availability
among multiple nutrients, rather than a single
nutrient (Legovic and Cruzado, 1997; Klausmeier
et al., 2004). The emergent ratios of organic elements
have been shown to vary with latitude in the global
oceans that may be driven by variation in the
availability of inorganic nutrients (Martiny et al.,
2013) Finally, there is a delay—the latent period—
between infection and lysis, currently omitted from
the model framework. Reported latent periods for
marine viruses vary from less than an hour
(Raytcheva et al., 2011) to dozens of hours (or more)
(Suttle and Chan, 1993; Jacobsen et al., 1996; Lindell
et al., 2007). Delays between infection and lysis can
destabilize model predictions of population
dynamics given a single virus–host pair (Levin
et al., 1977; Smith and Thieme, 2012). Incorporating
such delays into a multitrophic model requires
resolving the likely heterogeneous distribution of
latent periods in a given community (for example,
see alternative representations of the delay in the
models of Beretta and Kuang, 2001; Bonachela and
Levin, 2014). In addition, inclusion of a pool of
infected host cells also requires improved quantifi-
cation of ocean processes, such as changes in
nutrient uptake within infected cells (Bidle and
Vardi, 2011; Ankrah et al., 2014) and grazing of
infected cells by zooplankton.

We are aware of only one other attempt to
integrate viruses into a NPZ framework, including
both organic and inorganic nutrients, in the context
of marine microbial communities (Keller and Hood,
2013). Viral dynamics in this model assumes that
viral decay depends on virus density squared, rather
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than being proportional to virus density. A higher-
order leading term for viral decay is not part
of standard models of virus–host population
dyanamics (Levin et al., 1977; Thingstad and
Lignell, 1997; Thingstad, 2000; Beretta and Kuang,
2001; Beretta et al., 2002; Weitz et al., 2005; Menge
and Weitz, 2009). Moreover, the number of infective
viral particles in culture have been shown to decay
exponentially, consistent with decay being a first-
order process such that the population-level decay
rate is proportional to virus density (De Paepe and
Taddei, 2006). This difference may have unintended
consequences on system dynamics. However, given
the complexity of the remainder of the model in
Keller and Hood (2013) (treating the microbial
ecosystem with greater realism than considered
here) steady-state derivations were not possible,
limiting the ability to infer the effect of this choice
on model dynamics without extensive numerical
analysis. On the other hand, it is unlikely that
purely exponential decay of viruses and type-I
interactions with host populations (as we proposed)
is to be expected. For example, marine viruses can
be the target of grazing (Gonzalez and Suttle, 1993),
adsorb to and aggregate on larger particles, such as
marine snow (Weinbauer et al., 2009), and their life
history traits, for example, replication rates (Lindell
et al., 2007), burst sizes (Wilson et al., 1996) and
latent periods (Baudoux et al., 2012), also depend on
the physiological status of hosts. All of these factors
would potentially give rise to higher-order loss
terms or deviations from models with strict type-I
functional responses (for example, see Weitz and
Dushoff, 2008). Such higher-order losses have the
potential to further shift the system away from top-
down control by viruses.

In closing, the extension of NPHZ models to
include a viral class and explicit nutrient dynamics
highlights the potential effects that viruses have
within multitrophic communities. Our choice in
selecting a relatively low-complexity model repre-
sentation enabled us to evaluate whether or not
long-standing hypotheses regarding the stimulating
nature of the viral shunt are consistent with
dynamic nutrient feedbacks and their quantitative
parameterization. We found that although viruses
can have deleterious effects to the hosts they infect
and lyse, they may nonetheless have a stimulatory
effect at population and ecosystem scales. The
dynamics emerging from the model also suggest
that introduction of viruses that recycle nutrients
can lead to ecosystem effects that are on a con-
tinuum between archetypal predictions of bottom-
up and top-down control. It is our hope that the
current model helps to identify the current state of
uncertainty with respect to both the qualitative
nature of virus–host interactions and the quantita-
tive rates at which such interactions occur. In the
process, we are also hopeful that the present NPHZ-
V model provides a motivation for the critical need
to collect quantitative data on virus–host

interactions in marine surface waters so as to
meaningfully integrate viral pools into predictive,
global Earth system models.
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1 NPHZ-V model of microbial ecosystem dynamics

1.1 Model with viruses

We propose the following systems of equations to represent the dynamic changes of biotic populations,
including heterotrophs (H), cynanobacteria (C), eukaryotic autotrophs (E), zooplankton (Z) and viruses
(Vi where i = H,C, and E), along with organic and inorganic nutrients (xon and xin respectively). The
system of equations (S1-S9) are nonlinear, coupled ODEs. Eq. (S10) makes explicit the export from the
system to higher trophic levels. We use units of particles/L for all populations and µmol/L for nutrient
concentrations. Hence, conversion factors, q, denote the equivalent nitrogen content of cells. Definition of
parameters are in Table S1. Parameters include those associated with interactions and with the nutrient
content of each biotic population on a per-cell basis.
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Heterotrophs: Ḣ =

H growth︷ ︸︸ ︷
µHHxon
xon +Kon

−
viral lysis︷ ︸︸ ︷
φV HHVH −

grazing︷ ︸︸ ︷
ψZHHZ −

organic loss︷ ︸︸ ︷
mon,HH −

respiration︷ ︸︸ ︷
min,HH (S1)

Cyanobacteria: Ċ =

C growth︷ ︸︸ ︷
µCCxin

xin +Kin,C
−

viral lysis︷ ︸︸ ︷
φV CCVC −

grazing︷ ︸︸ ︷
ψZCCZ −

organic loss︷ ︸︸ ︷
mon,CC −

respiration︷ ︸︸ ︷
min,CC (S2)

Euk. autos: Ė =

E growth︷ ︸︸ ︷
µEExin

xin +Kin,E
−

viral lysis︷ ︸︸ ︷
φV EEVE −

grazing︷ ︸︸ ︷
ψZEEZ −

organic loss︷ ︸︸ ︷
mon,EE −

respiration︷ ︸︸ ︷
min,EE (S3)

Zooplankton Ż =

grazing︷ ︸︸ ︷
pg

(
qH
qZ
ψZHHZ +

qC
qZ
ψZCCZ +

qE
qZ
ψZEEZ

)
−

respiration︷ ︸︸ ︷
mZZ −

consumption︷ ︸︸ ︷
mZPZ

2 (S4)

Viruses of H: ˙VH =

lysis︷ ︸︸ ︷
βHφV HHVH −

decay︷ ︸︸ ︷
mV HVH (S5)

Viruses of C: V̇C =

lysis︷ ︸︸ ︷
βCφV CCVC −

decay︷ ︸︸ ︷
mV CVC (S6)

Viruses of E: V̇E =

lysis︷ ︸︸ ︷
βEφV EEVE −

decay︷ ︸︸ ︷
mV EVE (S7)

Organic N: ẋon = −

H growth︷ ︸︸ ︷
qH
εH

µHHxon
xon +Kon

+

viral decay︷ ︸︸ ︷
qVmV HVH + qVmV CVC + qVmV EVE

+

H lysis by viruses︷ ︸︸ ︷
(qH − qV βH)φV HHVH +

C lysis by viruses︷ ︸︸ ︷
(qC − qV βC)φV CCVC +

E lysis by viruses︷ ︸︸ ︷
(qE − qV βE)φV EEVE

+

loss of H︷ ︸︸ ︷
qHmon,HH +

loss of E︷ ︸︸ ︷
qCmon,CC +

loss of C︷ ︸︸ ︷
qEmon,EE

+

H grazing by Z︷ ︸︸ ︷
ponqHψZHHZ +

C grazing by Z︷ ︸︸ ︷
ponqCψZCCZ +

E grazing by Z︷ ︸︸ ︷
ponqEψZEEZ (S8)

Inorganic N: ẋin =

import︷ ︸︸ ︷
−ω(xin − xsub) +

H growth︷ ︸︸ ︷
qH(1− εH)

εH

µHHxon
xon +Kon

−

C growth︷ ︸︸ ︷
qCµCCxin
xin +Kin,C

−

E growth︷ ︸︸ ︷
qEµEExin
xin +Kin,E

+

respiration︷ ︸︸ ︷
qZmzZ

+

respiration of H︷ ︸︸ ︷
qHmin,HH +

respiration of E︷ ︸︸ ︷
qCmin,CC +

respiration of C︷ ︸︸ ︷
qEmin,EE

+

H grazing by Z︷ ︸︸ ︷
pinqHψZHHZ +

C grazing by Z︷ ︸︸ ︷
pinqCψZCCZ +

E grazing by Z︷ ︸︸ ︷
pinqEψZEEZ (S9)

Export : Jout =

consumption︷ ︸︸ ︷
pexqZmZPZ

2 (S10)
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1.2 Model without viruses

We propose an alternative model without viruses:

Heterotrophs: Ḣ =

H growth︷ ︸︸ ︷
µHHxon
xon +Kon

−
grazing︷ ︸︸ ︷
ψZHHZ −

organic loss︷ ︸︸ ︷
mon,HH −

respiration︷ ︸︸ ︷
min,HH (S11)

Cyanobacteria: Ċ =

C growth︷ ︸︸ ︷
µCCxin

xin +Kin,C
−

grazing︷ ︸︸ ︷
ψZCCZ −

organic loss︷ ︸︸ ︷
mon,CC −

respiration︷ ︸︸ ︷
min,CC (S12)

Euk. autos: Ė =

E growth︷ ︸︸ ︷
µEExin

xin +Kin,E
−

grazing︷ ︸︸ ︷
ψZEEZ −

organic loss︷ ︸︸ ︷
mon,EE −

respiration︷ ︸︸ ︷
min,EE (S13)

Zooplankton Ż =

grazing︷ ︸︸ ︷
pg

(
qH
qZ
ψZHHZ +

qC
qZ
ψZCCZ +

qE
qZ
ψZEEZ

)
−

respiration︷ ︸︸ ︷
mZZ −

consumption︷ ︸︸ ︷
mZPZ

2 (S14)

Organic N: ẋon = −

H growth︷ ︸︸ ︷
qH
εH

µHHxon
xon +Kon

+

loss of H︷ ︸︸ ︷
qHmon,HH +

loss of E︷ ︸︸ ︷
qCmon,CC +

loss of C︷ ︸︸ ︷
qEmon,EE

+

H grazing by Z︷ ︸︸ ︷
ponqHψZHHZ +

C grazing by Z︷ ︸︸ ︷
ponqCψZCCZ +

E grazing by Z︷ ︸︸ ︷
ponqEψZEEZ (S15)

Inorganic N: ẋin =

import︷ ︸︸ ︷
−ω(xin − xsub) +

H growth︷ ︸︸ ︷
qH(1− εH)

εH

µHHxon
xon +Kon

−

C growth︷ ︸︸ ︷
qCµCCxin
xin +Kin,C

−

E growth︷ ︸︸ ︷
qEµEExin
xin +Kin,E

+

respiration︷ ︸︸ ︷
qZmzZ

+

H grazing by Z︷ ︸︸ ︷
pinqHψZHHZ +

C grazing by Z︷ ︸︸ ︷
pinqCψZCCZ +

E grazing by Z︷ ︸︸ ︷
pinqEψZEEZ

+

respiration of H︷ ︸︸ ︷
qHmin,HH +

respiration of E︷ ︸︸ ︷
qCmin,CC +

respiration of C︷ ︸︸ ︷
qEmin,EE (S16)

Export : Jout =

consumption︷ ︸︸ ︷
pexqZmZPZ

2 (S17)

1.3 Simulation framework

All simulations are conducted in MATLAB. The two models, with and without viruses, are simulated using
the same codebase. The code accepts a set of interactions and then builds a coupled system of ODE-s out
of this set. Numerical integration of the coupled system of ODE-s is done using a higher order Runga-Kutta
integration scheme (ode45 in MATLAB). A complete README is available and the source code is available
for use without restriction as a Supplementary File and is available for download at GitHub.

2 Parameter estimation

2.1 Rationale for upper and lower bounds of model parameters

Initial parameter ranges in Table S2 were based on established values in models of aquatic food webs with
viruses [27, 17] and without viruses [28, 22]. Because the current model differs in structure, some of the
parameter variation may have been due to virus effects and not explicitly modeled. As such, we tried, when
possible, to select broader potential parameter regimes for model selection, and utilized our targeted param-
eter search to identify those combinations of parameters that were compatible with biologically plausible
concentrations. Below are details on the rationale for parameter range selection, organized by event type.
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H growth : Heterotrophs can double on rates that vary from hourly to daily. However, as a functional
group, we utilized conventions of µH of approximately 0.5 to 2 days−1, consistent estimates ranging
from 0.1− 2 days−1 [7]. The half-saturation constant, Kon, are based on estimates of 0.5 µM N cited
in [4]. The growth efficiency εH is based on ranges established in [6] for ocean systems that have the
bulk of their variation between 0.1-0.3, with biological variation outside of that range.

C growth : Cyanobacteria doubling times are approximately 12 hrs-24 hrs [29] - which we expand to include
rates that correspond to approximately 0.5 to 2 days−1. The half-saturation rates are chosen from the
low end of reported phytoplankton ranges, which have been reported to be less than 0.2 µmol/L for
natural oceanic communities, to include the range 0.05 to 1 µmol/L [9, 8].

E growth : Eukaryotic autotrophs have maximum growth rates of hours to days, with substantial variation
given variation in nutrient availability. Yet, they can also have higher half-saturation constants than
do cyanobacteria with estimates of Kin,E reaching 10 µmol/L [14, 21, 15]. In practice, we select
half-saturation constants in the range of reported values from 0.5 to 10µmol/L [9, 21], and maximum
growth rates from 0.2 to 2 days−1.

Viral lysis : Maximum values of diffusion-limited adsorption rates are approximately 2× 10−9 L/(viruses-
days) given a microbial host with 2 µm diameter and a virus with a 50 nm diameter capsid. This rate
increases proportionately with host diameter and the inverse of virus effective radius. However, realized
diffusion-limited adsorption rates are less for biophysical reasons, e.g., receptors are not uniformly
distributed on cell surfaces, and ecological reasons, e.g., not all host cells are targeted by all viruses [18].
Here we set the upper limit of adsorption to be 5 times below the maximum. In practice, we selected
a lower range two or three orders of magnitude below. Next, burst sizes vary significantly for viruses
of marine microbes. We used baseline estimates that burst sizes range from 20-40 for lysis of marine
heterotrophs [20]. We permitted higher upper ranges (up to 100) for infections of cyanobacteria even
higher upper ranges (up to 500) for infections of microeukaryotes [3]. Upper limits of lysis in certain
infections of large phytoplankton have been reported but were not included in the ranges [3].

Viral decay : Residence times of virus particles in the upper surface ocean have been estimated to be on
the order of 1 day [25]. Here we permit potentially faster clearance, at a rate up to 5 days−1. Intrinsic
decay rates have been estimated to be on the order of weeks at room temperature [5] which sets our
lower limit of decay of 0.05 days−1.

Zooplankton grazing Stock and Dunne [22] implemented a Type-II functional response for grazing. Here,
we utilize a Type-I functional response. These can be compared in the limit of small prey densities.
Stock and Dunne [22] report:

Imax,SZ
KI,SZ

=
5

[0.68− 1.18]

m3

daymmolesN
= 4.2− 7.4

L

day µmolN

The range used here is inclusive with:

ψ

qZ
=

[10−6 − 10−4]

[5× 10−54× 10−4]

L

day µmolN
= 0.025− 20

L

day µmolN

consistent with observations in [12]. The use of an extended lower limit enables the exploration of a
dynamic range in which zooplankton are relatively less efficient than viruses in clearing hosts. The
value of the half-saturation constant, KI,SZ in [22] was calibrated to their data and does not have an
analogous parameter in the current model. The fixed value of 40% assimilation efficiency pg is based on
measurements of approximately 20%-40% efficiency for nano-microflagellates, with additional variation
outside of this 75% confidence interval [23]. The breakdown between egestion, pon, and respiration,
pin, are based on outcomes reported in [19].

Grazer respiration Stock and Dunne [22] used ranges: 0.05-0.4 day−1 for small zooplankton and 0.02-0.16
day−1 for large zooplankton. Here we utilize the range 0.025− 0.1day−1.
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Consumption by higher predators The parameter mZP enables the closure of the model, as it corre-
sponds to consumption of the “top” predator in the current model by other, larger predators. A
fraction, pex of this is transferred out of the system to higher trophic levels. The limits were calibrated
to ensure model coexistence in a plausible regime.

Import The concentration of inorganic nutrient below the nutricline determined the value of xsub [28]. The
stable mixed layer has a turnover time ranging from 50 to 200 days. This is a feature of the assumption
of a highly retentive surface microbial ecosystem as modeled here.

Nutrient levels Cyanobacteria nitrogen content can vary with strain and growth conditions, e.g., from
approximately 10 to 50 fg per cell with the strains Prochlorococcus MED4, Synechococcus WH8012
and Synechococcus WH8013 respectively [2]. This range corresponds to 0.7×10−9 to 3.5×10−9 µmol
N per cell, which is used as the basis for the selected range of 0.5-4×10−9. Note that although
heterotrophic cell sizes can be smaller, e.g., on the order of 20 fg per cell [7], they also differ in the
nutrient content, with larger-than-expected nitrogen-to-carbon ratios [24]. Here, an identical range for
nitrogen content is used for heterotrophs. Eukaryotic autotrophs spanning a size range 2 − 5 µm in
size are approximately 5 times large in size. This increase in physical dimension translates into an
approximately two-order of magnitude increase in carbon and nitrogen content, such that we assume
qE ≈ 2× 10−7 µmol N/cell and include variation around this baseline. The nano-/micro-zooplankton
group are assumed to be 1 order of magnitude larger in physical dimension, i.e., between 10−50 µ m in
size, such that they have a baseline nitrogen content of qZ ≈ 10−4 µmol N/cell with variation around
that value. Finally, viral nitrogen content, qV , has been estimated via a first principles biophysical
theory to range between 1.4 × 10−12 − 14 × 10−12 µmol N/(virus particle) for viruses whose capsids
have diameters between 30-70 nm [13]. Estimates for nutrient content of viruses are based on estimates
focusing on the heads of bacteriophage particles containing dsDNA without lipids. We expand this
range to account for potential biological variation, in both size and structure, across all three types,
ranging from 0.5× 10−12 to 20× 10−12 µmol N/particle.

Cellular loss We include a linear loss of phytoplankton to inorganic material to represent basal metabolic
losses and a similar loss to organic material to represent exudation. Basal respiration ranges were
informed by baseline estimates of 10% relative to production rates, using 1 per day production as
a baseline [10] (while noting that variation can be substantial, particular during starvation periods).
Basal exudation rates were informed by [1], which estimates that approximately 13% of total fixed
organic matter is released. We set the upper range to be approximately 1/10 of maximum growth
rates when growing at a rate of 1 per day. The model analysis is robust to choices in these ranges, so
long as dominant forms of mortality are due to interactions rather than death due to loss of viability
in the absence of nutrients (i.e., exudation and respiration).

2.2 Constraints on parameter combinations

Parameters within bounds, delineated above, cannot always be chosen independently. In particular, the
nitrogen content of virions released upon lysis cannot exceed the nitrogen content of uninfected hosts. Hence,
we find the following self-consistency conditions:

qH > qV βV H qC > qV βV C qE > qV βV E

where β denotes the burst size of a particular viral-host interaction (denoted in the subscript). Similarly,
for self-consistency, the nitrogen content of zooplankton produced due to grazing cannot exceed the nitrogen
content of hosts consumed. This is ensured by using ratios of the species q-values multiplied by a fractional
use. Note that the ultimate destination of organic material grazed by zooplankton must satisfy:

growth︷︸︸︷
pg +

egestion︷︸︸︷
pon +

respiration︷︸︸︷
pin = 1

Finally, at steady state export must balance import, which reflects the balance of net import of inorganic N
with the export of organic N (either up the food chain or exported out of the surface layer).
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3 Analytical solutions of the coexistence steady state in models
with and without viruses

3.1 Algebraic solutions of the steady state for the model with viruses

The derivation of steady states is the multi-trophic model with viruses is straightforward, though not all of
the algebraic solutions yield significant insight. For completeness, we present the derivation in its entirety.
To begin, set equations (5-7) to 0, yielding:

H∗ =
mV H

βHφV H
(S18)

C∗ =
mV C

βCφV C
(S19)

E∗ =
mV E

βEφV E
(S20)

where the asterisks denote steady state densities. Further, note that grazer dynamics only depend on Z and
the densities of the three microbial guilds. Hence, Z∗ can also be solved:

Z∗ =

pg
qZ

(qHψZHH
∗ + qCψZCC

∗ + qEψZEE
∗)−mZ

mZP
(S21)

Because of nutrient balance, we also have a solution for x∗in:

x∗in = xsub −
qZmZP (Z∗)

2

ω
(S22)

With this in hand, we also have solutions for the viral levels of cyanobacteria and eukaryotes:

V ∗C =

µCx
∗
in

x∗
in+Kin,C

− ψZCZ∗ −min,C −mon,C

φV C
(S23)

V ∗E =

µEx
∗
in

x∗
in+Kin,E

− ψZEZ∗ −min,E −mon,E

φV E
(S24)

Finally, there are two equations that we can use to help solve for x∗on and V ∗H . First, from the dynamics
of heterotrophs (Equation 1):

µHx
∗
on

x∗on +Kon
= φV HV

∗
H + ψZHZ

∗ +min,H +mon,H (S25)

This implies that:

x∗on =
Kon (φV HV

∗
H + ψZHZ

∗ +min,H +mon,H)

µH − φV HV ∗H − ψZHZ∗ −min,H −mon,H
(S26)

This equation is implicit in V ∗H , which we solve next. Then, recalling the dynamics of organic N:

Organic N: ẋon = −

H growth︷ ︸︸ ︷
qH
εH

µHHxon
xon +Kon

+

viral decay︷ ︸︸ ︷
qVmV HVH + qVmV CVC + qVmV EVE

+

H lysis by viruses︷ ︸︸ ︷
(qH − qV βH)φV HHVH +

C lysis by viruses︷ ︸︸ ︷
(qC − qV βC)φV CCVC +

E lysis by viruses︷ ︸︸ ︷
(qE − qV βE)φV EEVE

+

loss of H︷ ︸︸ ︷
qHmon,HH +

loss of E︷ ︸︸ ︷
qCmon,CC +

loss of C︷ ︸︸ ︷
qEmon,EE

+

H grazing by Z︷ ︸︸ ︷
ponqHψZHHZ +

C grazing by Z︷ ︸︸ ︷
ponqCψZCCZ +

E grazing by Z︷ ︸︸ ︷
ponqEψZEEZ (S27)
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we replace the first term and isolate V ∗H (ignoring the ∗ for now, but we will re-insert them later):

VH

(
qHφV HH

εH
− qVmV H − (qH − qV βH)φV HH

)
= −qHH

εH
(ψZHZ +min,H +mon,H) + qVmV CVC + qVmV EVE

+(qC − qV βC)φV CCVC + (qE − qV βE)φV EEVE

+ponqHψZHHZ + ponqCψZCCZ + ponqEψZEEZ

+qHmon,HH + qCmon,CC + qEmon,EE

≡ ℵ (S28)

And so, omitting ∗ on the right hand side given the size of the equation):

V
∗
H =

ℵ
qHφVHH

εH
− qVmVH − (qH − qV βH)φVHH

(S29)

Our finding of an algebraic solution facilitates rapid evaluation of the dependence of steady state densities
on parameters. We do not claim that the algebraic forms, in and of themselves, are necessarily insightful.

3.2 Algebraic solutions of the virus-free steady state

As discussed in the main text, viruses act to enrich for diversity. Without viruses, then either the cyanophage
or the eukaryotic phytoplankton go extinct. From a model standpoint, the reason is that both cyanophage
and the eukaryotic phytoplankton functional groups compete for the same (single) resource and are subject
to the same grazer. If we had used different functional responses or multiple resources then coexistence could
be possible, even without viruses. Hence, let us for a moment consider the case where C∗ = 0 and all the
viruses are zero. In that case, and dropping the ∗ for now, we recognize that the steady state solution can
be found as follows.

First, because of nutrient balance, we also have a solution for xin:

xin = xsub −
qZmZPZ

2

ω
(S30)

However, because of the conditions implied by Ė = 0, then

Z =
1

ψZE

[
µExin

(xin +Kin,E)
−mon,E −min,E

]
(S31)

which can substitute back to yield (with mE ≡ min,E +mon,E):

xin = xsub −
qZmZP

ωψ2
ZE

[(
µExin

xin +Kin,E

)2

− 2mEµExin
xin +Kin,E

+m2
E

]
.

Noting that C = qZmZP
ωψ2

ZE
, we can rewrite this as:

xin = xsub − C

[(
µExin

xin +Kin,E

)2

− 2mEµExin
xin +Kin,E

+m2
E

]
.

and re-arranging terms yields:

xin (xin +Kin,E)
2

= xsub (xin +Kin,E)
2 − Cµ2

Ex
2
in + 2CmEµExin (xin +Kin,E)− Cm2

E (xin +Kin,E)
2
.

(S32)
We then expand this out in like terms such that

x3in + C2x
2
in + C1xin + C0 = 0

where

C2 = 2Kin,E − xsub + Cµ2
E − 2CmEµE + Cm2

E (S33)

C1 = K2
in,E − 2xsubKin,E − 2CmEµEKin,E + 2Cm2

EKin,E (S34)

C0 = −xsubK2
in,E + Cm2

EK
2
in,E (S35)
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We can then solve this cubic algebraically to find x∗in. It is well known that this may admit 1 or 3 real
solutions (ignoring degenerate cases). Defining ∆ = 18C2C1C0− 4C3

2C0 +C2
2C

2
1 − 4C3

1 − 27C2
0 , we note that

when ∆ > 0 then there will be three real roots and when ∆ < 0 there will be one real root. The sign of ∆
and the positivity (or not) of roots is examined numerically.

Next, we work progressively to solve the remainder of the steady state values algebraically, implicit given
the value of x∗in. First, zooplankton:

Z =

[
ω (xsub − xin)

qzmZP

]1/2
(S36)

then using the Ḣ = 0 condition:

xon =
Kon (ψZHZ +mon,H +min,H)

µH − ψZHZ −mon,H −min,H
(S37)

then using the ẋon equation and the relationship implied by the Ż equation, yields:

H

[
qHµHxon

εH (xon +Kon)
− qHmon,H + qEmon,E

qHψZH
qEψZE

]
=

ponqZZ (mZ +mZPZ)

pg

+qEmon,E
qZ (mZ +mZPZ)

pgqEψZE
(S38)

such that

H =

ponqZZ(mZ+mZPZ)
pg

+ qEmon,E
qZ(mZ+mZPZ)

pgqEψZE[
qHµHxon

εH(xon+Kon)
− qHmon,H + qEmon,E

qHψZH
qEψZE

] (S39)

and finally,

E = (mZPZ +mZ − pgqHψZHH/qZ)
qZ

pgqEψZE
(S40)

Due to the symmetry of the model construction, a similar steady state is found in cases where E → 0 and,
instead C∗ > 0.

3.3 Stability of equilibria

We evaluated the expected stability of feasible fixed points. The stability was evaluated by calculating the
Jacobian at the equilibrium. An analytic expression for the Jacobian was evaluated automatically based
on the first derivatives of the predicted steady states. The Jacobian was then evaluated given parameters
and predicted densities for each fixed point (complete expressions available as a source file in the software
release). The stability of the steady state was classified into stable nodes, stable spirals, unstable nodes
and unstable spirals. The conditions for each were based on the real and imaginary components of the
largest eigenvalue. Stability was determined based on whether the largest eigenvalue was negative (stable)
or positive (unstable). Nodes had no imaginary component where spirals did. For example, a fixed point
was considered to be a stable spiral if the real part of the largest eigenvalue was negative, but at least one
eigenvalue had a non-zero imaginary term.

4 Sensitivity analysis

4.1 Latin-hypercube sampling of parameters

A LHS approach was used to sample parameter space [16]. Of the 38 parameters, 35 were allowed to
vary. The three that remained fixed for all models were related to the fractional allocation of prey biomass
consumed by zooplankton, i.e., pg, pon, and pin. We used uniform distributions in logarithmic space where
the lower and upper bounds for all parameters are shown in Table S1. We used 10 resamples for each of 105

independent selection of midpoints within the stratified 35-dimensional parameter space, for a total of 106

random parameter sets.
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4.2 Identifying baseline parameters consistent with “known” system densities

Initial parameters were chosen by first establishing approximate values for all parameters from the literature
and from first-principle derivations. Given that parameters represent functional groups, these initial values
were used to seed an automatic approach to finding parameter sets compatible with steady state densities
commonly observed in the surface oceans. Because there are 38 parameters and multiple constraints among
parameters, the following automated procedure was developed:

1. An initial guess for all parameters was chosen, denoted as x0. This value was selected via LHS approach
(see Table S2).

2. Lower and upper bounds were selected for all parameters, denoted as xl and xh, respectively. The
bounds were in most cases a factor of 2 below and above the initial guesses, except for interaction rates
which are often most uncertain, which were allowed to vary by 3 or 4 orders of magnitude.

3. A nonlinear minimization routine (fmincon in MATLAB) was utilized to find an optimal set of 38

parameters which we aggregate as a single vector ~θ. The objective was to find a parameter set ~θ∗ that
satisfied:

~θ∗ ∈ ~θ such that Min
13∑
i=1

log

(
yti(
~θ)

y∗i

)2

(S41)

where yt(θ) is the model output given a candidate parameter set θ and y∗ is the vector of target
densities, i.e.,

y∗d ≡ (H∗, C∗, E∗, Z∗, V ∗H , V
∗
C , V

∗
E , x

∗
on, x

∗
in, . . .) (S42)

augmented by four additional features, the ratio of virus to hosts, and the fraction of mortality of H,
C and E due to viruses, for a total of 13 targets. The index i denotes one of the 13 components of
the model output. The choice of this is meant to weight all output features equally, while balancing
deviations on vastly different scales.

The following are the “target” set of densities utilized in this procedure:

H∗ = 2× 108

C∗ = 2× 108

E∗ = 2× 106

Z∗ = 5× 104

V ∗H = 2× 109

V ∗C = 2× 109

V ∗E = 2× 107

x∗on = 5

x∗in = 0.1

Ratio of viruses to hosts = 10,

Fractional mortality due to viruses of H = 0.5

Fractional mortality due to viruses of C = 0.25

Fractional mortality due to viruses of E = 0.1

Here, the densities are in units of particles/L with the exception of x∗on and x∗in which are in units of µmol/L.
The nonlinear optimization process yielded parameter sets, of which the top 5% are seen in Figure 4.

4.3 Sloppy-stiff analysis

Parameters in a model can have substantially different effects on model output. One approach to characterize
these effects is via a form of sensitivity analysis termed sloppy-stiff analysis [11, 26]. Parameters which cause
large changes to output given small variations in their values are referred to as stiff. In contrast, parameters
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which cause small changes to output given small variations in their values are referred to as sloppy. The
information necessary to characterize the relative sloppiness and stiffness of all parameters can be derived
from a Hessian matrix, where the ij-th element is defined as:

Hij =
∑
n

∂log yn
∂log θi

∣∣∣∣
~θ∗

∂log yn
∂log θj

∣∣∣∣
~θ∗

=
∑
n

θ∗i θ
∗
j

(y∗n)2
∂yn
∂θi

∣∣∣∣
~θ∗

∂yn
∂θj

∣∣∣∣
~θ∗
. (S43)

There are n total variables in the model and the reference parameters are represented by a vector ~θ.
The bar notation emphasizes that the partial derivatives are evaluated at the reference parameter set. The
argument of the sum is made unitless by a prefactor involving the reference parameter set, ~θ∗ and the
respective equilibrium values of the variables, ~y∗. Each element of the Hessian is interpreted as the sum of
the relative changes of each variable due to relative changes of the respective parameters. Here, we considered
perturbations to all parameters except pg, pon, and pin due to the algebraic constraint restricting their values
to a subspace. Moreover, we focus the sloppy-stiff analysis on the reference parameter set associated with
the lowest deviation from the target densities.

Eigenvalues of the Hessian quantify the total amount of change to all variables given a perturbation to
a combination of parameters defined by the respective eigenvector. The eigenvalue spectrum shows that
perturbations to some combinations of parameters cause a majority of the effect on variables (Figure S6).
Each eigenvalue corresponds to some combination of parameters. In our case, the eigenvalue spectrum is
dominated by the principle eigenvalue. To get a sense of which parameters are stiff and sloppy We compute
the orientation of the principle eigenvector in parameter space to identify those parameters that are most
“stiff” (Figure S7). For this reference set and metric of perturbations, small values associated with the
cyanobacteria processes and with zooplankton respiration are predicted to have the largest effect on output.
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Figure S1: Dynamics of the model near putative steady states. (A) Dynamics shown to asymptotically
converge to steady state. (B) Dynamics shown to diverge from a steady state leading to a limit cycle. In
both cases, filled circles denoted at 300 days denote predicted equilibrium values of populations and nutrients,
given parameters listed in Supplementary Table S1.
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Figure S2: Cumulative distributions, p≤(d), of deviations d from the target set of 13 densities and indices
associated with equilibria of the multi-trophic ecosystem model (see text for main details). Distributions
are associated with fixed points that are stable (solid line) or unstable (dashed line). The inset focuses on
deviations d ≤ 20, where it is evident that smaller deviations are associated with fixed points that are stable.
94% of the top 5% of parameters sets corresponded to equilibrium that were locally stable. Further, we find
that the distribution of deviations associated with stable and unstable fixed points are significantly unequal
(p � 10−10). In particular, as is evident in Figure S2, the cumulative distribution of the deviations, d, has
significantly greater mass at low values of d for equilibria associated with stable fixed points than it does for
those associated with unstable fixed points.
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Figure S3: Distributions of parameter values obtained via nonlinear optimization. The distribution corre-
spond to the top 5% of model feature output. The barcodes represent intensity histograms (white denotes
greater number of replicates). There are two “barcodes” associated with each parameter. The top barcode
corresponds to the distribution of parameters associated with feasible parameter sets obtained via the LHS
sampling. The bottom barcode corresponds to the distribution of parameters in the targeted parameter sets
obtained via nonlinear optimization. The green diamond denotes the value of the parameter associated with
the best hit model replicate.
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Figure S4: NPP for the top 5% of model replicates. NPP in units of mg C m−2 days−1 was calculated
by multiplying the total net primary productivity in units of µmol N L−1 days−1 by the conversion factors
(106/16) (denoting a baseline C:N ratio), 25 m (denoting a euphotic zone, above the nutricline), and 12.01
(denoting g C per mole). Note that moving from µmol to mmol and L to m3 involving canceling factors of
1000. The NPP has a mean of 1030 with a standard deviation of 260.
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Figure S5: Turnover time, in days, for all dynamic variables, as estimated for the targeted parameter sets.
In general, given a nonlinear dynamical system of the form ẋ = a − kx where a is an input rate and k is
a turnover rate, the expectation is that the variable x has a residence time (or equivalently, turnover time)
of τ = 1/k. Note that the equilibrium, x∗ = a/k. Hence, the turnover time can be estimated based on the
loss rate τ− = x∗

kx∗ = 1
k or the input rate τ+ = x∗

a = a
ak = 1

k . These must be equal at equilibrium as inputs
balance losses. We apply this same principle to estimate the turnover time for each of the nine variables in
the model. In each case, the dynamical system in Eqs. (A1-A9) can be separated into input terms, I, and
loss terms, D. Then, for each equilibrium x∗(θ) associated with a parameter set θ, the turnover time was
estimated at the equilibrium.
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Event Variable Meaning Units Attracting Limit cycle

H growth
µH Max H growth rate day−1 0.51 0.61
Kon Half-saturation constant µmol/L 0.94 0.68
εH Efficiency N/A 0.20 0.19

C growth
µC Max C growth rate day−1 1.97 0.68
Kin,C Half-saturation constant µmol/L 0.053 0.059

E growth
µE Max E growth rate day−1 7.5 5.4
Kin,E Half-saturation constant µmol/L 5.4 5.8

Viral lysis

φV H Lysis rate L/(virus·day) 8.0× 10−12 4.3× 10−11

φV C Lysis rate ibid 9.9× 10−11 1.9× 10−11

φV E Lysis rate ibid 5.8× 10−11 6.7× 10−11

βH Burst size N/A 25 15
βC Burst size N/A 16 82
βE Burst size N/A 440 370

Viral decay
mV H Decay rate day−1 0.17 0.59
mV C Decay rate day−1 0.63 0.76
mV E Decay rate day−1 0.058 0.56

Zooplankton
grazing

ψZH Grazing rate L/(zoopl·day) 1.9× 10−6 2.2× 10−5

ψZC Grazing rate ibid 2.1× 10−5 4.2× 10−5

ψZE Grazing rate ibid 1.5× 10−6 2.8× 10−5

pg Fraction for growth N/A 0.4 0.4
pon Fraction egested N/A 0.3 0.3
pin Fraction respired N/A 0.3 0.3

Grazer respiration mZ Basal respiration day−1 0.048 0.051

Consumption by
higher predators

mZP Mortality rate L/(cells·day) 3.3× 10−7 2.8× 10−5

pex Fraction exported N/A 0.49 0.37

Import
ω Surface-deep mixing rate 1/day 0.016 0.077
xsub Deep inorganic N conc. µmol N/L 7.7 2.67

Nutrient levels

qH Nitrogen content of H µmol N/cell 8.8× 10−10 1.4× 10−9

qC Nitrogen content of C ibid 3.9× 10−9 3.0× 10−9

qE Nitrogen content of E ibid 2.1× 10−7 6.7× 10−8

qZ Nitrogen content of Z ibid 2.3× 10−4 3.9× 10−4

qV Nitrogen content of V ibid 2.0× 10−12 2.2× 10−12

Cellular loss

min,H H respiration day−1 0.0069 0.0067
min,C C respiration day−1 0.0050 0.016
min,E E respiration day−1 0.0043 0.0023
mon,H H organic loss day−1 0.014 0.034
mon,C C organic loss day−1 0.022 0.0063
mon,E E organic loss day−1 0.011 0.022

Table S1: Parameters used in simulations of Figure S1A (attracting) and Figure S1B (limit cycle) ecosystem
dynamics.
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Event Variable Meaning Units Lower Bound Upper bound

H growth
µH Max H growth rate day−1 0.50 2
Kon Half-saturation constant µmol/L 0.25 1
εH Efficiency N/A 0.05 0.2

C growth
µC Max C growth rate day−1 0.5 2
Kin,C Half-saturation constant µmol/L 0.05 1

E growth
µE Max E growth rate day−1 0.2 2
Kin,E Half-saturation constant µmol/L 0.5 10

Viral lysis

φV H Lysis rate L/(virus·day) 10−13 10−10

φV C Lysis rate ibid 10−13 10−10

φV E Lysis rate ibid 10−12 10−10

βH Burst size N/A 12.5 50
βC Burst size N/A 12.5 100
βE Burst size N/A 125 500

Viral decay
mV H Decay rate day−1 0.05 5
mV C Decay rate day−1 0.05 5
mV E Decay rate day−1 0.05 5

Zooplankton
grazing

ψZH Grazing rate L/(zoopl·day) 10−6 10−4

ψZC Grazing rate ibid 10−6 10−4

ψZE Grazing rate ibid 10−6 10−4

pg Fraction for growth N/A 0.4 0.4
pon Fraction egested N/A 0.3 0.3
pin Fraction respired N/A 0.3 0.3

Grazer respiration mZ Basal respiration day−1 0.025 0.1

Consumption by
higher predators

mZP Mortality rate L/(cells·day) 10−8 10−4

pex Fraction exported N/A 0.25 1

Import
ω Surface-deep mixing rate 1/day 0.005 0.02
xsub Deep inorganic N conc. µmol N/L 2.5 10

Nutrient levels

qH Nitrogen content of H µmol N/cell 5× 10−10 4× 10−9

qC Nitrogen content of C ibid 5× 10−10 4× 10−9

qE Nitrogen content of E ibid 5× 10−8 4× 10−7

qZ Nitrogen content of Z ibid 5× 10−5 4× 10−4

qV Nitrogen content of V ibid 0.5× 10−12 20× 10−12

Cellular loss

min,H H respiration day−1 0.001 0.1
min,C C respiration day−1 0.001 0.1
min,E E respiration day−1 0.001 0.1
mon,H H organic loss day−1 0.005 0.1
mon,C C organic loss day−1 0.005 0.1
mon,E E organic loss day−1 0.005 0.1

Table S2: Parameter ranges used for LHS sampling of initial parameters.
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